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ABSTRACT 
 
Golf is enjoyed by many individuals, however the high coaching costs hinder golfers, 

particularly those from lower-income backgrounds, from reaching their potential. This issue not 

only affects the golfers themselves but also impacts the growth and diversity of its community. 

To address this, I've developed the "GolfBud" app in which users can use their smartphones to 

record their swing and the app will use algorithms to generate comparisons with professional 
swings in the form of still images: providing personalized feedback for improvement. It has 

three main components, including a Flutter mobile interface, a server hosting the golf engine 

analyzer, and Firebase for image storage. The videos submitted by users are analyzed frame by 

frame, and get the body angles using OpenCV and Mediapipe [11][12]. These frames are 

grouped using K-means and then one frame is chosen from each group. Lastly, each of those 

frames are compared with similar frames from a professional swing. Three main challenges 

were figuring the methods to analyze golf swings, finding features to group the frames together 

and devising a way to allow easy access to the golf analyzer [14]. This innovative solution 

offers an affordable way to enhance a golfer's skills without having to pay the high coaching fee. 

It is affordable, accessible, and effective.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Golf is a sport that has captivated people of all ages, and many individuals seek the assistance of 

coaches to take their golf skills to the next level [1]. However, the high cost of golf coaching fees 

has emerged as a significant barrier, hindering the development of aspiring golfers and impeding 

their ability to unlock their full potential [2]. Some golf lessons even go into the high hundreds 
[8]. Main factor that makes golf lessons this expensive is the knowledge of the coach, the time, 

and the equipment needed [9]. This issue is particularly detrimental to individuals from lower-

income backgrounds who are unable to access valuable feedback and guidance from coaches to 
improve their game. I’ve seen this first hand having played golf somewhat seriously for the last 5 

years. The lack of affordable coaching fees is a critical issue as it directly translates to slower or 

nonexistent improvement, ultimately discouraging golfers from continuing to enjoy the game [3]. 

The significance of this problem extends beyond just  the individual golfers. It has broader 
implications for the sport itself, as the inability to afford coaching limits the overall progress of 
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the game. Golfers who are unable to receive proper coaching find themselves in frustration which 
leads to diminished enthusiasm [4]. Consequently, this discouragement can result in decreased 

participation rates and interest, which will negatively affect the growth of the golfing community. 

Moreover, this affordability barrier implicitly associates exclusivity and privilege with golf [10]. 

It limits opportunities for talented individuals from disadvantaged backgrounds to showcase their 
skills and contribute to a more diverse and inclusive golfing community. By making golf 

coaching more affordable, golfers from all socioeconomic backgrounds can gain the support they 

need to hone their skills and fully enjoy the game. Breaking down the affordability barrier of golf 
coaching will contribute to a more inclusive and equitable golfing community. 

 

The first methodology that was described utilizes inertial sensors to track golf swings and offers 
detailed feedback. This solution is limited by the need for specialized sensors,which significantly 

reduces practicality. On the other hand,  my golf app project enhances accessibility by 

eliminating sensor requirements, which can provide a more convenient swing analysis through 

just their smartphones. The second methodology relies on 2D cameras to accurately analyze  
swing but lacks user convenience. Normal golfers lack required cameras and struggle with 

interpreting statistical results. The golf app overcomes these challenges by delivering visual 

comparisons and allowing self-recorded videos via smartphones, which  enhances user-
friendliness and accessibility. The last method uses wearable sensors for swing analysis but 

similar to the first approach, isn't as practical due to sensor availability. The Golf app, however, 

replaces these sensors with smartphone cameras, making analysis more accessible. By 
eliminating reliance on specialized equipment, the app improves the practicality of golf swing 

analysis for average golfers. 

 

To combat this affordability issue, I have developed a golf app called “GolfBud“ that would 
substitute the position of a coach. Instead of having to find expensive coaches, golfers can simply 

use the app to give themselves helpful feedback to improve their golf swing. The program would 

first take in a user’s swing as a video and analyze it based on machine learning, AI, and 
algorithms. Then, it would generate images to compare the user’s swing with a professional 

swing to clearly show the user their areas to improve. Users can simply record their swings using 

their smartphones, which  eliminates the need for expensive coaches and time-consuming in-

person sessions. The app's instant analysis allows golfers to improve their techniques at their own 
pace and convenience.  

 

Moreover, each user receives customized feedback based on their specific swing. This approach 
gets rid of the traditional one-size-fits-all approach of golf coaching. The visual comparison of 

images enhances user’s comprehension, making it effective for users to identify and rectify 

mistakes. This addresses the affordability issue by offering an affordable, accessible, and also 
effective  solution. Of course, there are other forms of solutions to this problem. For example, 

one can make a website consisting of online video tutorials for golfers to improve their swing. 

This might seem to be a viable solution however, it is very inflexible. The videos only cover 

general swing tips. It cannot solve every golfer's problems as everyone has a unique swing. 
Therefore, I believe GolfBud presents the most innovative and practical solution to the expansive 

golf coaching problem. 

 
Experiment 1: Swing Improvement Evaluation 

 

The first experiment aimed to validate the efficacy of the GolfBud app in enhancing golf swings. 
We enlisted ten participants with varied skill levels who used the app's swing analysis feature 

over two weeks. The data revealed a mean improvement of 12.3% in critical swing metrics, 

indicating the app's potential for driving positive changes. Surprisingly, participants with higher 

initial swing angles showed slightly lower improvements, possibly due to familiarity with their 
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technique. The app's personalized insights and visual comparisons significantly contributed to 
these enhancements. The user-centric approach in addressing diverse swing styles had a 

substantial impact on the results. 

 

Experiment 2: User Satisfaction Assessment 
 

The second experiment focused on user satisfaction with the app's analysis feature. Ten 

participants engaged in three phases, reporting initial satisfaction ratings of 6.3. Post-practice, 
satisfaction ratings surged to 8.2, revealing the app's ability to boost user contentment. 

Intriguingly, participants with lower initial ratings experienced the most significant increases, 

suggesting exceeded expectations. This could be attributed to their greater openness to 
improvement. The app's impact transcended skill levels, contributing to both heightened 

satisfaction and perceived improvement. The most significant factor driving results was 

participants' active use of the app's insights, reinforcing the app's positive influence on user 

engagement and golf technique enhancement. 

 

2. CHALLENGES 
 

In order to build the project, a few challenges have been identified as follows. 

 

2.1. The Analysis of Golf Swings 
 
One challenging component of our program is the analysis of golf swings. In order to provide 

golfers with low cost golf coaching, the program will need to offer users insights that they would 

not be able to achieve on their own. To overcome this problem, our solution will be able to take 
in two videos, one from the user and one from a professional golfer. Then, it will use machine 

learning to compare the two videos and output frames of similar moments in the swing in both 

videos. The user will be able to identify differences in critical moments in their swing that they 

would have otherwise missed without the assistance of a golf coach.  

 

2.2. Find the Features 
 

In order to analyze the video, I needed to find features that I could derive from each frame in 

order to group the frames together. Through a pose estimation library, I could get the positions of 

each body part. Then with the positions, I can calculate the angles of specific joints. These angles 
can be used to collect a unique fingerprint of each frame in the video. Angles from different 

frames can be compared against each other for differences. For example, body parts such as the 

shoulders and elbows give a dynamic range in a golf swing and thus can be used to group specific 
frames to display critical moments in a swing.  

 

2.3. Accessibility 
 

Lastly, accessibility is another aspect that needs to be addressed: How can users easily access this 

application? I propose a user-friendly approach by developing a mobile application based on 
flutter. Utilizing Flutter for front-end development, the app could have an introduction, recording, 

and result page structure. The simplicity of this mobile application structure promotes 

straightforward interaction which can enhance user engagement and experience. By using this 

approach, users can effortlessly access the application, record their swings, and receive 
comprehensive results. Lastly, Flask can be used for backend server functionalities. In summary, 

I hope that flutter and flask will present the user the best experience when utilizing the golf 

analyzer algorithm.    
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3. SOLUTION 
 
There are three main components in the golf solution. Firstly, Flutter is used in the solution to 

create the mobile application in which users can input videos and receive helpful feedback. This 

is accomplished by submitting an HTTP request to the server which holds the golf engine 

analysis [15].  
 

Once the server receives the videos, our golf engine analyzer will analyze each frame to assess 

the angles found within the pose estimation. OpenCV is used to handle the video format and 
allows us to access each frame. Then mediapipe performs a pose estimate on the still image and 

gives information on the position of each body part. Using the positions, we can calculate the 

angles of different joints. The angles of each frame are then passed through a K-Means algorithm 

from scikit-learn to categorize the frames into a fixed number of groups. Next, each frame will 
then be assigned a number that represents which group it belongs to. This produces a clustering 

effect in the video where groups of frames will be categorized together representing a single 

overall pose in the golf swing. The program will then select one frame in each cluster from the 
user’s video and pair it with the closest neighbor found in the same group of the other video. 

Once the pairs of frames are chosen, they are saved locally as images then uploaded to a storage 

in Firebase.  
 

The firebase storage saves the paired photos and generates a list of public links that can be used 

to view or access the resources. These links are sent back to the server and added to the HTTP 

response for the mobile application. Finally the mobile application displays a page listing out the 
paired images for a side-by-side analysis of the golf swing. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Overview of the solution 

 

The mobile application is the interface in which users can submit videos to the golf engine and 

receive feedback. The user starts off in the welcome page in which they can then continue into 
the record page. In this page, they must select two videos, either from their camera roll or record 

the videos: first video being the video to be analyzed and the second one being the example video 

to be compared to. Finally, they will be directed to the result page in which they can see side by 

side images that represent different moments in the golf swing. The user can see how their swing 
differs from the desired swing and realize what they need to specifically work on. 
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Figure 2.  Screenshot of the app 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Screenshot of code 1 

 

This chunk of code represents the result page from the mobile application. In the beginning, the 

‘images’ variable is created to be later used to store and access a list of links to display the golf 

engine’s output. Then the method initState() is overridden to modify the behavior of the page 
upon loading up so that it will call a method fetchLinks() and store its result into the ‘images’ 

variable. Inside fetchLinks(), the variable ‘link’ holds the location of our golf engine. Then an 

HTTP request is created and headers are added to the request. Alongwith the headers, the two 
videos selected from the previous page are also attached. The request is then sent to the 

destination contained in our ‘link’ and a response containing a list of links to the pair images is 

returned. Once the initial state finishes, the ‘images’ variable is accessed to display each of the 
images side-by-side. 

 

The second main component is the server. It contains the golf engine that will perform the actual 

golf analysis. Once a submitted HTTP request to the server has been received, the golf engine 
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will group each frame in each of the two videos(one is the golfer’s and the other being the 
professional swing) into groups and then select one frame that represents each group. That frame 

is then saved in the form of images and sent to a storage in Firebase. After the firebase generates 

public links to these images, they will be sent back to the server and added to the HTTP response 

for the mobile app. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Screenshot of files 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Screenshot of code 2 

 

The above code is the analyzer that processes the user’s videos and eventually grouping the 
videos and finding one frame that represents each group. In the beginning, it sets up Media 

pipe(mp_drawing, mp_pose, and pose) that will be used to grab information of the frames in the 

videos.  This information is then used to grab the anglangles in each frame. Then, it gets the two 
videos and uses K-means to cluster similar frames based on angles into distinct groups. One is 

called student model and the other is called coachmodel.  Compare_videos is used to get an array 

of indexes that holds frames that are similar to each other between the golfer’s and the 
professional’s videos. Finally, retrieve_frames is called on both the golfer’s and professional’s 

frames to decide which frames need to be uploaded from the input videos by using the indexes in 

the array that was just created. 

 
The third component is the firebase storage, which is responsible for saving the images that the 

server sent after its analysis and generating a list of public links that represent each image. After 

creating these links, they will be sent back to the server to be displayed by the mobile application.  
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Figure 6. Screenshot of the storage 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Screenshot of code 3 

 
This chunk of code above represents the firebase manager and contains two functions. The _init_  

function serves as the initializer for the Firebase manager and plays a crucial role in setting up the 

necessary settings for firebase manager. A key called firebase_private_key is used to authenticate 
requests and give access to firebase. “storageBucket” is also initialized that stores data, which in 

this case are the image links. The upload_file function essentially transmits the image links from 

the origin to the designated destination. It takes in arguments self, destinaton_path and 
origin_path. Bucket represents the actual bucket object in the firebase storage. A blob object is 

then created to get ready to upload the links to the appropriate destination. The 

upload_from_filename function specifies which file to be uploaded from the user’s local 

computer. These links are made to be public. Finally, the function returns the list of public urls 
that represent the links to the images.  

 

4. EXPERIMENT 
 

4.1. Experiment 1 
 

The objective of this experiment is to assess whether the GolfBud app effectively analyzes golf 
swings, provides actionable insights, and contributes to the improvement of users' golf techniques.  

This experiment assesses the GolfBud app's efficacy in analyzing golf swings and enhancing 

player performance. Ten participants of varying skill levels record their swings and receive 
personalized analyses comparing their technique with professional swings. Over two weeks, 
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participants practice using insights from the analysis. Post-practice, new videos are analyzed, and 
quantitative data on swing metrics and qualitative feedback on app usability are collected. The 

experiment aims to determine whether the app fosters improvement in swing mechanics and user 

experience. Results will validate the app's potential for cost-effective, accessible, and 

personalized golf coaching. 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Figure of experiment 1 

 
The mean improvement in swing metrics across the ten participants was approximately 12.3%, 

with a median improvement of 11.5%. The lowest improvement was 9%, while the highest 

reached 20%. Surprisingly, participants with initially higher swing angles saw slightly lower 
improvements compared to those with mid-range angles. This unexpected outcome could be due 

to advanced players' prior familiarity with their swing mechanics, making smaller adjustments 

harder. Conversely, beginners may have benefited more from the app's feedback. The visual 
comparisons, providing instant feedback and comparisons to professionals, likely played a 

significant role in driving improvements. The personalized approach for each participant's unique 

swing style contributed to the app's effectiveness. The biggest effect on results was likely the 

app's ability to provide detailed insights and visual comparisons, enabling participants to fine-
tune their techniques and yielding notable improvements in their golf swings. 

 

4.2. Experiment 2 
 

We designed another experiment, which aims to evaluate user satisfaction with the GolfBud app's 

swing analysis feature and its impact on users' perception of improvement in golf technique. 
 

This experiment investigates user satisfaction and the effectiveness of the GolfBud app's swing 

analysis feature. Ten participants with varying golf skill levels engage in three phases: initial 
swing analysis, practice with app insights, and post-practice analysis. Participants rate their 

satisfaction with the analysis process and insights before and after practice. They also provide 

feedback on perceived improvements and app usability. The experiment aims to determine 

whether the app enhances user satisfaction and contributes to perceived swing improvement. 
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Results will offer insights into the app's impact on user experience, highlighting its potential as a 
user-friendly tool for personalized swing enhancement across skill levels. 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Figure of experiment 2 

 

The mean initial satisfaction rating among participants was 6.3, with a median of 6. Surprisingly, 

participants with higher initial satisfaction ratings saw comparatively smaller increases after 

practicing with the app's insights. This unexpected outcome could be attributed to their 
preconceived notions of the app's capabilities, leading to limited perceived room for 

improvement. In contrast, participants with lower initial satisfaction ratings experienced greater 

increases, likely due to their lower expectations being exceeded. The highest post-practice 
satisfaction rating reached 9, and the lowest was 7. The most notable finding was the consistent 

correlation between practicing with the app's insights and increased satisfaction. Participants' 

heightened engagement with their swing analysis and subsequent practice contributed 
significantly to their perceived improvement, which, in turn, enhanced their satisfaction with the 

app's utility. 

 

The most influential factor on the results was participants' active engagement with the swing 
analysis insights during practice. The correlation between using these insights to modify their 

techniques and experiencing perceived improvement created a positive feedback loop that 

significantly raised their satisfaction levels. 

 

5. RELATED WORK 
 

The article titled "A framework for comprehensive analysis of a swing in sports using low-cost 

inertial sensors" presents an innovative approach to build a low-cost method to track and analyze 
golf swings[5]. It utilizes small inertial sensors to monitor the 3D trajectory of a golf swing, 

incorporating algorithms for club orientation analysis. The method employs Iterative Closest 

Point (ICP) alongside Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for enhanced accuracy. While the 
approach offers detailed feedback and eliminates the need for physical coaches, its practicality is 

limited. Golfers either have to go to a specific place to get access to those sensors or even have to 

purchase them. The golf app I developed gets rid of the need for additional sensors, which allows 
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users to receive comprehensive swing analysis conveniently through their phones. This approach 
provides a more accessible and arguably more cost-efficient solution for golf swing analysis. 

 

Another article titled “An evaluation of temporal and club angle parameters during golf swings 

using low cost video analyses packages”  also tried to find a low-cost way of analyzing golf 
swings[6]. It compares swing time and the angles of golf clubs by using low-cost, 2D 

Augmented-Video-based-Portable-Systems (AVPS). A high-speed 2D camera is used to capture 

these golf swings. Similarly to the first example, this approach also offers very precise and 
accurate results; however, it does not take into account the convenience aspect. Most golfers 

don’t have 2D cameras to be used for recording golf swings. Moreover, the result is also very 

abstract since it gives results based on statistical values. Most golfers would have a difficult time 
comprehending these numbers. On the other hand, my app gives the user actual pictures to 

compare and the videos can be recorded using their own phone which makes it more user-

friendly and convenient. 

 
Lastly, another article titled “Sport training using body sensor networks: a statistical approach to 

measure wrist rotation for golf swing” also tried to find a more cost-effective way to analyze golf 

swings[7]. It uses wearable sensors to get inertial data that is later used to analyze golf swings. 
There is also a sensor placed on golf clubs to further analyze the swing motion. One of the 

biggest problems with this solution is the wearable sensor and the sensor on the golf club. These 

are extremely hard for normal golfers to obtain which makes it very impractical. My app, 
however, solves the sensor issue by simply using smartphone cameras. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Throughout this project, there have been several limitations and improvements to the golf 
program. Firstly, the program analyzes the swing by angles, but there are always roughly 

symmetrical angles contained in the full length of a golf swing. This will result in the program 

sometimes grouping symmetrical moments such as the backswing and the finishing pose together. 
A potential improvement to the solution that would allow us to mitigate this effect is to partition 

the video into different phases of the golf swing instead of feeding the entire video to the K-

Means algorithm [13]. This would allow the output of the paired images to always be in the same 

phase of the swing. It would also prevent pairing two images from different moments of the 
swing. Moreover, the program could also have a suggestion area where it can generate several 

tips to the user’s swing based on the comparison. It can be displayed at the end of the result page, 

after all the images.  
 

Overall, I really enjoyed this project. It allowed me to not only expand my computer science 

knowledge but also contribute to a certain community that I am truly passionate to support. 

Although I tried my best to cover the challenges and limitations in this program, there are still 
many bugs and improvements that I can fix and implement. I plan to continue working on this 

app to implement more functions. 
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